SEE, — HOW the complexities of FIELD THEORIES HID from us, the fact that relative motion (phase)
between all these spinning entities, in the micro & macro universe, gives us all the attractive and repulsive

Fundamental Forces.
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Field Theories in html: http://rbduncan.com/fieldtheory.html
Also, Field Theories in Word: http://rbduncan.com/fieldtheory.doc
& Field Theories in Adobe pdf: http://rbduncan.com/fieldtheory.pdfFitzpatrick's 1966 book showed the relative motion laws of A. Ampère unified
the forces.
Fitz's first book in 1966
Fitz's 1966 book in PDF

EVERYTHING on these links herein are FREE, & NO pop up ads with these either.

This was the way the site --below-- looked many years ago. - - Dan Fitz.

This was the way this page looked more thsn 14 years ago. - - Dan Fitz.
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 2003 16:09:55 -0800 (PST)
From: "Zeus" <zeusrdx@yahoo.com> Add to Address Book
Subject: Yes, Got my start in a cub about the same age
To: zeusrdx@yahoo.com
Yes, Got my start in a cub about the same age and almost exited early because of another cub.
I bought a PA-12 Supercruiser with an Aeromatic prop. from a gal in NJ. I loved that airplane. I flew it
all ove NY - NJ and then to Florida where I recovered it and then flew someone to Conn. where someone
made me a close to $2,000 offer I couldn't refuse. Sold it and recently looked in Trade-A-Plane and
found out I should have kept it. One is listed there now at $88,000 FIRM.
Was circling Joe Marr's a/c outfit that burned in Florida = looking out the side window - and my
windshield turned yellow, for a fraction of a second, and I heard a few engine pops. When I looked, I saw
a yellow cub in the distance.
No way to tell how close it was but it had to be close. That other guy never even saw me.
They come at you from out of nowhere and they come at you from out of nowhere so goddamn fast.
You are absolutely right about what's going on.
It's all the planet cycles mixed with the surrounding star cycles.
Your 22 to 27 year sunspot cycle is a frequency RANGE or Parameter limits.
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This is exactly the same as the electron eigenstates that Milo Wolff's Atom in a Box shows you.
Those eigenstates are Parameter limits that the electron remains in before jumping to the next energy
level.
We can easily see the harmonic nature in the microcosm but it's hard to see resonances in the macrocosm
because our lifespan is so short compared to those frequencies.
But it's exactly the same. It has to be.
I'll give my e-mail to you here:
It's zeusrdx@yahoo.com
I'll put your papers on my server and I'll put them on WebRing.
I'll send you a link when they are there.
You mentioned those old philosophers.
I was in the Egyptian museum in Cairo and on this block of stone is inscribed "I have given you sandals
for your feet and brought food to you from upper and lower Egypt so that you can carve my image into
this rock so that it will be pleasing to the gods so that all of us will benefit"
I thought to myself that this was almost a copy of the same words on the walls of the General Motors
Assembly plant in Linden, N.J. that I toured with my high school group.
After 5, 000 years, the message to the troops was still essentially the same.
z
From: "Zeus" <zeusrdx@yahoo.com> Add to Address Book
Subject: Wow !
To: zeusrdx@yahoo.com
Wow,
Yes, Milo if you made it through all that OK then you did get your
Christmas present this year.
Now I know why you said you were worried BEFORE you went in.
I sure didn't know they had to do all that.
I guess you are flying to London.
When I go to London I travel light.
I only take a bag I can put in the overhead or under the seat.
Then I'm through customs where I immediately head to the airport
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underground station and I'm in town before anyone else.
There's an underground train about every ten minutes and it takes you
to the city three times as fast as any bus or taxi can; maybe ten
times faster at noon when London traffic is bad.
If your plane arrives in Heathrow after midnight though then you are
forced to take a cab because the underground shuts down then.
I don't take too many things because you can buy everything there as
well as here and you can't go on the underground with many suitcases.
z
This 2003 message was copied from an earlier 1998 or 1999 message on my Theory of Everything Site
that I started at Yahoo when Yahoo first started. I was zeusrdx@yahoo.com then. Milo & many other
great theoretical physicists visited that site for many years, but those good old messages — and good old
theoretical physicists — have been gone a long time ago.
But I learned more there, than I could have anywhere else in the world at that particular time. It was the
opportunity of a lifetime!
The world's best came to my site back then. But look at it now!
Before I left, I fixed the front page so no one could change it, and it still refers folks to my first web page,
that I've had — I think — since the 1990's: http://www.rbduncan.com.
It was several years later that I set up my second web page (still here too) at: http://www.amperefitz.com
Daniel P. Fitzpatrick Jr.
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